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If you want to continue, pleaseLog In / Register password successfully changed. This email id is already registered with us facebook. Sign in to Facebook. Join Edit Read more Edit compelling story of honest and ethical Dharamraj from the village of Nand Gaon, whose name inst rips fear among bad-doers. Ironically, the man himself, whose family has governed justice for four generations, must now
distance himself from his own brother Prakash; wife, Savitri; and daughter Aarti, while the villagers, led by Chaudhry and Shastri, accused him of an illegal and extramarital relationship with a widow. Written by rAjOo (gunwanti@hotmail.com) Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Certificate: See All Certifications » Parents Guide: Add Content Advice for Parents » Edit After about 10 years after Bairaag, Dilip Kumar
and Kader Khan met in Dharam Adhikari, they were later also seen together in Kanoon Apna Apna in 1989. They were seen together in Bairaag, Dilip Kumar gave Kader Khan the role. They also filmed some scenes together for Nasir Hussein's film Zabardast, which was postponed. See more » About Patthar Ke Insaan, About Nitivaan Insaan Music by Bappi Lahiri Lyrics by Indivar Performed by Mahendra
Kapoor See more » User Reviews To Continue, pleaseLog In/Sign Up Password has changed successfully. This email id is already registered with us facebook. Sign in to Facebook. Sign up to Edit Dharm Adhikari (1986) This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-source material can be challenged and removed. Find
resources: Dharm Adhikari - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (November 2015) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) Dharm AdhikariTheatrical release posterDirected byK. Raghavendra RaoProduced byUppalapati Surya Narayana Raju Krishnam Raju (Gifts)Written by Rajendra Kishen (Dialogues) Indeevar (lyrics)Screenplay byK. Raghavendra RaoStory byParuchuri
BrothersBased onBobbili Brahmanna (1984)StarringDilip KumarJeetendraRohini HattangadiSrideviMusic byBappi LahariCinematographyK.S.PrakashEdited byD. VenkataratnamProduction company Gopi Krishna Films[1]Release date 11 April 1986 (1986-04-11) Running time152 minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindi Dharm Adhikari (transl. judge; Hindi: अ धकारी) is a Hindi-language action film from 1986,
produced by U.V. Suryanarayana Raju under the GOPi Krishna Films banner, presented by Krishnam Raju[2] and directed by K. Raghavendra Rao. [3] It stars Dilip Kumar, Jeetendra, Rohini Hattangadi, Sridevi in key roles and music composed by Bappi Lahiri. [4] The film is a remake of the film Telugu Bobbili Brahmann (1984), starring Krishnam Raju, Sharada, Jayasudha in the main roles, both films are
produced by the same banner and director. The two roles of Dilip Kumar and Jeetendra are played by Krishnam Raju in Telugu. [5] Plot Dharamraj (Dilip Kumar) is the king of nandgaon without a crown, which was from his ancestors. There is neither a court nor a police station in this village. Dharamraj is the only judge and commissioner of this village. Villagers bow before his judgment and accept him as
God's judgment, and he also does justice to everyone and does not hesitate to give punishment, whether he is poor or rich, or whether it is his own relative or his own blood. Everyone is happily living a fearless and peaceful life. They respect and worship Dharamraj as God. But Chaudhury (Pran) and Shastry (Kader Khan) from the village are jealous of the popularity of Dharamraj. They are waiting for an
opportunity to take him out of his justice seat and Chaudhury has a dream to occupy it. Dharamraj has a wife named Savitri (Rohini Hattangadi), a sweet and kind daughter named Arti (Anuradha Patel) and a strong and nice brother named Prakash (Jeetendra). Beautiful Priya (Sridevi) and charming Sudha (Priti Sapru) are the daughters of a poor villager. Chaudhury has a mischievous son named Chotu.
Once because of Chotu's mischief Sudha lost her voice. Dharamraj made the judgment that Chotu should marry a stupid Sudha. This makes Chaudhury irritated and he becomes the enemy of Dharamraj. He later will reveal that Dharamraj keeps the widow by visiting her and paying her money monthly. He opens matters of Dharamraj in front of the villagers, but he fails. On the one hand, Priya and Prakash
love each other and on the other hand, Arti and Arun, the son of a widow who is maintained by Dharamraj, are also. Chaudhury again plays the game and Dharamraj gives judgment against his daughter that she should marry the same poor villager who lost sight of Arti. Prakash argues with Dharamraj and performs the marriage of Arti and Arun. Dharamraj becomes wild and asks him to leave the village
with Arti and Arun. Savitri goes and performs his daughter's pregnancy ceremony, at which Dharamraj sends her away from his house. Chaudhury and Shastry are very happy with their success. And to end the last scene of their drama, they want to kill Arun and his mother. Prakash will come to the scene and save them. Dharamraj also connects hands with Prakash. Dharamraj kills Chaudhury and handed
himself in to the police. Cast Dilip Kumar as Dharamraj Jeetendra as Prakash Rohini Hattangadi as Savitri Sridevi as Priya Pran as Chaudhury Kader Khan as Shastri Shakti Kapoor as Chhote Chaudhury Asrani as Kallu Mayur Verma as Arun Rajan Haskar as Pandit Rakesh Bedi as Lallu Sujit Kumar as Police Inspector Prade Saxena as Narayan Dinesh Hingoo as Shastri's friend Shivraj as Narayan's
father Priti Sapru as Sudha Anuradha Patel as Aarti Gita Siddharth as Susheela Dulari as Narayan mother Heera Rajagopal as Susheela Jayshree T. as Chabili Soundtrack Music composed by Bappi Lahiri. The texts were written by Indivar. # Name Singer (s) 1 Suno Suno Amar Kahani Asha Bhosle 2 Mamla Gadbad Hai Kishore Kumar, S. Janaki 3 Ek Kam Zindagani Bhosle, Shabbir Kumar 4 Ankhen Do
Kishore Kumar, S Janaki 5 Shloka Mahendra Kapoor 6 O Patthar Ke Insaan Asha Bhosle, Mohammed Aziz Krishnam Raju for Vinod Khanna and Dharmendra initially for the lead roles, but later Dilip Kumar and Jeetendra were completed. Trivia In Bobbili Brahmann, two main roles are played by Krishnam Raju, while in Dharm Adhikari, two roles are played by Dilip Kumar and Jeetendra. References ^
Dharm Adhikari (Overview). Imdb. ^ Dharm Adhikari (Banner). Osianama. ^ Dharm Adhikari (Direction). Bollywood hungama. ^ Dharm Adhikari (Cast &amp; Crew). gomolo. ^ Dharm Adhikari (Review). apunkachoice. Archived from original 2. November 2015. External Links Dharm Adhikari to IMDb Obtained © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates
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